TOWARDS  A   DEMOCRATIC  REPUBLIC
was within its grasp. Republican ideas were making rapid
headway and causing some anxiety to the other side. " The
words * Republic ' and € Republican ' have free course now
without shocking anybody," mournfully wrote the Duchesse
de Dino in May 1834, and Louis Blanc, one of the most
dispassionate historians of the period, was able to write some
years later that " the Government could easily have been over-
thrown in 1834 if the various associations had co-ordinated
their efforts with a vigorous common impulse."
It was, however, the very nearness of success that proved
the undoing of the Republican cause: the need for unity was
forgotten in a petty clinging to particular groups and aims :
it  was   evident  that  as   soon   as  the  Government  became
frightened at this growing propaganda and took steps against
it the disunited Republican forces would be easily scattered.
The occasions were not long in coming : a number of strikes, a
riot in Paris concerning the right to distribute handbills, led
the Government to legislate against associations (March 1834).
Resistance  against  the   law  was   advocated   even   by  such
moderates as Carrel in the National: the arrest at Lyons of the
leaders of a silk weavers' insurance society, accused of having
inspired what had been a successful strike against a reduction
of wages, caused the outbreak of a very serious riot, a would-be
revolution, that was crushed only after several days of fighting.
Fearing similar trouble in Paris, the Government took the
lead, suppressed the Tribune and easily crushed the disturb-
ance which followed. Over two thousand arrests were made,
practically all  the  leaders  of the Republican   cause  being
involved.  The  trial, which  lasted for  weeks, revealed  the
deep disunion of the Republican party.  The accused were
all condemned to sentences of varying lengths, which crippled
their outward activities for many a long day. A new Press
law made direct Republican propaganda virtually impossible
for years to come. The party as such had come badly out
of the crisis; its inner incoherence and contradiction and its
weakness as an organization had been exposed to the public
eye, and at the same time, as Charl&y observes, the courage
of  its   leaders   enriched   the  Republican   legend   and  won
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